Quantification of NETs formation in neutrophil and its correlation with the severity of sepsis and organ dysfunction.
Previous study from this lab has discerned oxidative, nitrosative stress and their relationship with cytokines contributing to the severity of sepsis and organ dysfunction. Cytokines are known to induce neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) formation via free radicals generation. Hyper-activation of neutrophil leads to the increased NETs formation or ineffective clearance of NETs would likely increase the risk of auto-antibody generation against NETs components and being partly responsible for the sepsis severity and organ dysfunction. The present study was undertaken to further assess the status of NETs formation and their correlation with severity of sepsis, with the cytokines and organ dysfunction. The level of NETs formation, DNA release, elastase release, and inflammatory cytokines was determined in 80 sepsis patients and 45 healthy volunteers. Their linearity with organ parameters and associations with sepsis severity were also assessed. NETs formation experiment was carried out and it was significantly higher in sepsis (70%) compared to control (30%). NETs % were positively correlated with severity of sepsis and organ dysfunction. Pearson's correlation coefficient demonstrated a direct relation between NETs components and organ parameters with Sepsis severity scores. NETs formation is significantly higher due to which it is contributing to the sepsis severity and organ failure.